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Philosophy

WWe operate in small teams with a strong 
product-first philosophy.  Whether it is a multi-
console holiday release with a major licensee, or 
a grant-funded research study, each project gets 
the specific care and attention required to deliver 
a quality game.  We know how design, require-
ments, schedule and budget affect a project and 
we work to assure the end result maximizes we work to assure the end result maximizes 
these parameters. 
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Technology

Control costs using our in-house cross-platform 
game engine proven in multiple products  
through first-party certification and at retail. 
 
OOr, we can build games on your existing  internal 
or licensed engines and middleware.

Leverage existing tools, techniques and game 
entities to rapidly protoype new concepts.

Remove techology and development risks by 
leveraging our experience and professionalism.
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Full-Service Studio

Develop products from raw concept to gold-
master, or execute existing client designs. 

Comfortable with both large licensed properties 
and new proprietary IP. 
 
Interpret grant, SBIR and institutionally funded 
RFPs and turn them into executable designs.

Experienced in certification, testing, localization 
and support for custom hardware.
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Interactive

We are a full-service, privately held video game development studio located in the suburbs of 
Chicago.  With roots in 3D action games for consoles and PCs, we also apply our technology 
and expertise to develop "serious games" for military, industry, education and health-related 
fields.  We are a group of no-nonsense, down-to-earth professionals producing quality 
products that keep our customers and clients coming back for more.


